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Abstract.  ARGESIM Benchmark C13 'Crane and Embedded 
Control' is based on nonlinear and a linear continuous 
dynamics for a crane crab and on discrete control by a 
linear observer model. This solution makes use of the 
MATLAB/Simulink system in a ‘mixed’ manner. The contin-
uous dynamics are modelled graphically in the Simulink 
environment – using partly connected blocks and partly 
MATLAB functions. The discrete control with observer 
model and the diagnosis is programmed in MATLAB, 
framed by a sampled date discrete submodel in Simulink 
connected to the continuous submodels for the dynamics. 
This approach allows fast modelling, but deeper insight 
into the simulation environment is necessary.  
 

Introduction
MATLAB is a high-level language and interactive envi-
ronment for numerical computation, visualization, and 
programming [1]. It is based on numerical vector and 
matrix manipulation. SIMULINK is a graphical block 
diagram environment for multidomain simulation and 
model-based design [2]. Within Simulink, MATLAB 
functions can be used, with high complexity. This solu-
tion makes use of the MATLAB/Simulink system in a 
‘mixed’ manner.  

The continuous dynamics are modelled graphically 
in the Simulink environment – using partly connected 
blocks and partly MATLAB functions. The discrete 
control with observer model and the diagnosis is pro-
grammed in MATLAB, framed by a sampled date dis-
crete submodel in Simulink connected to the continuous 
submodels for the dynamics. 

1 Modelling 
Basis for the dynamic model are the linear and nonline-
ar mechanical equations for the crane crab, and the 
‘electrical equation for the DC motor  

Linear model for crane crab: 

 
(1) 

 

(2) 

  

Nonlinear model for crane crab:  

  
 

 

  
 

 

  

Linear model for DC motor:  

 
 

In general, for dynamic model parts Simulink submod-
els with continuous blocks were used. For discrete mod-
el parts – i.e. the controller and the diagnosis – Simulink 
submodel(s) with MATLAB functions inside were used 
(Figure 1 – modelling overview) 
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Figure 1. Overall model with continuous dynamics (linear / 

nonlinear) and discrete control. 
 

The crane dynamics and the DC-motor were built in 
SIMULINK using continuous blocks with differnet 
levels of granularity.  

 
The control is based on a linear observer which op-

erates discrete. With observer matrices A, B and K and 
observer state vector   control v is computed in the 
main by  

 

 
 

 
The controller algorithm and the diagnose functions 
were programmed in MATLAB and implemented in 
SIMULINK as a MATLAB function block. These 
blocks are supposed to work discrete. To assure that 
Zero-Order-Hold blocks are used. The angle sensor is 
simulated by a quantizer block and by comparing the 
current value to maximum and minimum defined in the 
control function (Figure 1). 

The diagnosis is also implemented in form of a 
MATLAB-function. Fortunately Simulink allows dif-
ferent sample times for discrete blocks, so for the con-
troller function a sample time of 10 ms and for the diag-
nosis functions a sample time of 1 ms is set. 

2 Task a: Comparison of Nonlinear 
and Linear model without Control 

The linear and nonlinear models were compared without 
brake and controller, so that from the model in Figure 1 
only the nonlinear submodel and the linear submodel for 
the crane crab were used, without feedback control, only 
with given input fc and disturbances fd. 

The nonlinear model is an implicit. Before imple-
mentation, the model was transformed symbolically into 
an explicit state space model (with four states for the 
crane crab, and one state for the motor). As the nonline-
arities are relatively comprehensive (after making the 
model explicit), no basic Simulink blocks were used: 
the nonlinearities were calculated in a MATLAB func-
tion, and fed into a Simulink integrator block. 

The dynamic calculations are done by an ODE45-
solver which is the standard MATLAB solver for non-
stiff ODEs. Below the steady-state difference of xl and fd 
disturbance is shown. 

 
fd disturbance -750 -800 -850 
xl difference -5.3086 -6.8225 -7.8131 

Table 1. A-Task: steady state difference 

3 Task b: Simulation of the Linear 
Fully Controlled System 

The task was to simulate the fully controlled system in a 
given scenario. The car starts out at position zero with 
no external force affecting it and with the desired posi-
tion +3. After 16 seconds the target position is changed 
to -0.5 and then after 36 seconds changed again to 3.8. 
At time t = 42 fd is set to -200 for 1 second and then to 
zero. The simulation stops at 60 seconds. 

The controller and the brake are implemented via the 
DC-motor interacting with the linear model (Figure 1) 
following a linear discrete observer control.  

The signal dc of the model stands for the friction co-
efficient of the car. To implement the brake, the value of 
dc is increased to simulate a mechanical brake. Again, 
the brake mechanism is described in the MATLAB 
controller function. When the break is applied the inter-
nal control parameters are held constant and the VC 
output is set to zero. In the linear model the instant stop 
of the car is achieved by increasing the friction coeffi-
cient to   10 000 s-1.  

nonlinear model 
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The dynamic calculations are done by an ODE45-

solver which is the standard MATLAB solver for non-
stiff ODEs, and which also works well with discrete 
model parts. The simulation results are shown in Fig-
ure 2 and Figure 3. 
 

 
Figure 2. B-Task: Output parameters xl and xc over time, 

reacting to changing input signal PosDesired. 
 

 
Figure 3. B-Task: Brake is activated at time = 34.59 s and 

resetted at time =36 s. 

4 Task c: Simulation of Controlled 
System with Sensor Diagnosis 

In this task the sensor diagnosis was added to the sys-
tem. During the 60 second simulation time the desired 
position is shifted from +3 to -0.5. After 18 seconds the 
angle sensor is forced to trigger the Emergencymode. 
Then at t = 36 the desired position is changed again to 
3.8 after which fd is set to 200 for 1 s, before resetting it 
to zero.  

The diagnosis is described in a MATLAB block 
with a sample time of 1 ms. The range sensors are pro-
grammed in the diagnosis MATLAB function.  

 

If the range sensors for the maximum or minimum 
position are activated for more than 20 ms during a 100 
ms time period the Emergencystop is initiated. To as-
sure that, every millisecond the states of the range sen-
sors are stored in an array. It has exactly 100 slots and if 
the sum exceeds 20 the Emergencystop is set.  

The Emergencymode is handled the same way, ex-
cept that it is activated when the position limits are 
exceeded for more than 50 ms.  

The break is applied when the car reaches its maxi-
mum position and the Emergencystop is activated. The 
load oscillates after the stop (results see Figure 4 and 
Figure 5. 

 
 

 
Figure 4. C-Task: Output parameters xl and xc over time, 

reacting to changing input signal PosDesired. 

 
Figure  5. C-Task: Reaction of the model to broken angle 

sensor.  
 

The interaction between the controller and the model is 
extremely sensible. Minor changes of the circle time 
have a great impact. They result in a decreased perfor-
mance of the control.  
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